
By 1980 the University of Manchester was no stranger to sudden reduc-
tions in the purchasing power of expected income. Hitherto it had
proved possible to deal with cuts by thrift and ‘good housekeeping’, as
Arthur Armitage called the moratoria and other measures he imposed.
British universities in the 1970s had appeared to be companions in
equal misfortune, in that the UGC had not – at least, not openly –
assessed their supposed strengths and weaknesses when it distributed
the shrunken parliamentary grants. In the Thatcher years, however, the
cuts proved so severe as to demand that universities should alter their
character in order to manage their resources with the utmost efficiency.
It was as though the Government had decided that the faults in the
economy might be mended by mending the universities, and by causing
them to concentrate more heavily on engineering, technology and
applied science. Universities should not only develop closer links with
business and industry, but also imitate business corporations themselves.
A more decisive and hierarchical regime should be introduced, and the
quest for consensus be abandoned if, given the loquacity and conser-
vatism of academics, it took too long to achieve. Management, once
designed to be the least obtrusive of university activities, now promised
to become the queen of sciences. Pilloried as inefficient, regarded as (in
the new Vice-Chancellor’s words) ‘hopelessly starry-eyed and unmate-
rialistic’, universities were mentioned with near contempt in the Gov-
ernment’s Green Paper of 1985. They were unfavourably compared
with the polytechnics, which provided vocational training and helped
the economy to run. Judgements on the excellence or mediocrity of 
universities, now openly pronounced by the UGC, had grave financial
consequences and, by stimulating intense competition, set up a kind of
Darwinian struggle for limited resources in which the least fit and
adaptable institutions seemed unlikely to survive.

Between 1979 and 1981 all the four principal posts in the Univer-
sity’s administration changed hands. It seemed as if a new consortium
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of managers was assembling and preparing to tackle the problems of
a much bleaker era. None, however, was a businessman; all had risen
to eminence by climbing academic ladders, albeit in a slightly
unorthodox manner, and they did not all share the same values. The
University advertised simultaneously the two top jobs of Registrar and
Bursar, on the retirement of Vincent Knowles, who had held sway as
constitutional authority for a quarter of a century, and on that of
Geoffrey McComas, the former colonial officer who had been Bursar
of UMIST before coming to Owens. Fred Ratcliffe, the passionate
book collector, accepted appointment as Librarian of Cambridge 
University in the spring of 1980. A joint committee of Council and
Senate, appointed to search for a new Vice-Chancellor, met and delib-
erated at intervals between February and August 1980, whilst its
chairman, Sir George Kenyon, consulted advisers in such London
venues as the Athenaeum and the Oxford and Cambridge Club, and
sounded out potential candidates for the job.

Of the quartet appointed to these positions, one had served the
University throughout his career. This was Dr Frederic Bakewell
Beswick, known to his friends as Bill, who had, he said, applied for
the Bursar’s job on the understanding that numeracy was not essential
and that literacy, while no hindrance, was not actually required. 
He believed in management with good humour and an open door 
(‘I never ended up a row without telling the other person a funny
story’, a technique learned from his former mentor, Professor Walter
Schlapp) and appealed to Arthur Armitage, who was not the blandest
of Vice-Chancellors, as an eccentric but shrewd character rather than
a grey administrator. Dr Beswick had been a medical student in 
Manchester during and after the war and had served in the Senior
Training Corps under a sadistic lieutenant and a respected sergeant.
On returning from National Service to be a Demonstrator in Physiol-
ogy while reading for his Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons,
he abandoned his ambition to become a plastic surgeon, deterred by
the long queue of qualified doctors leaving the armed forces and the
prospect of waiting till the age of forty to be made a Senior Registrar.
Encouraged by Professor Schlapp, he took to research on ‘the trans-
mission of messages across nerve junctions and the organisation of
reflex pathways’. Deemed to be even better at dealing with complete
individuals, he eventually transferred to the office of Executive Dean
of the Medical School, who provided continuity, remaining in post
whilst elected Deans came and went after a mere three years in
authority. It was he who directed one of the largest operations ever
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undertaken by the University, the tripling in size of the Medical
School and the planning, construction and commissioning of the
Stopford Building on Oxford Road to accommodate the expanded
School. His methods of persuasion were legendary and stories of them
gained in the telling, for he had, it seemed, invited a professor to chair
the committee which would allocate space in the palatial new quar-
ters by saying, ‘It is the sort of thing that is going to cause whoever it
is to lose a lot of friends, and since you haven’t got many, I thought
I’d ask you!’

Dr Beswick’s formal qualifications to be a Bursar might have been
challenged on the grounds that he was not a qualified accountant. But
the Bursar’s duty was to sit atop a pyramid of competent and loyal pro-
fessionals whose expertise ranged from finance to human relations and
tackle ‘things that came upwards, that the professionals could not
resolve, which really became matters of judgement’. In any case his
department was famous for housing men and women of unexpected
accomplishments and varied interests – it included, for example, Eric
Ogden, an accountant and an ordained minister who was also a well-
known specialist in the histories of road passenger transport operators
and manufacturers, and who published eleven volumes on the subject
between 1974 and 1992. Dr Beswick had a good friend in Neil Smith,
the manager of the National Westminster Bank in King Street, whose
presence in the background was reassuring, although he was not in
practice called upon to produce money. Since the Student Health Cen-
tre became a target for economies early in 1981, Dr Beswick’s medical
experience and knowledge of the National Health Service quickly
proved relevant to his duties as a Bursar. He was soon blooded: within
his purview lay the security arrangements made when protests were
launched against overseas students’ fees, the subsequent wrangle with
the Union about the bill for damage done during a sit-in, and the pro-
tracted rent strike of 1981.

Vincent Knowles was succeeded by Ken Kitchen, who had been a
Deputy Registrar for eight years. He was an outstanding Politics grad-
uate of Nottingham University who had embarked on postgraduate
work at Oxford, exploring the activities of the Local Authority Asso-
ciation and assessing its performance as a pressure group. Later he had
spent three years as an assistant professor at Carleton University in
Ottawa. Back in England in 1965, he had, like Beswick, abandoned
his first choice of career and taken to academic administration at
Manchester, fortified with a useful first-hand understanding of the
peculiarities of the academic mind. Over the next six years he had
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risen swiftly from Administrative Assistant to Deputy Registrar. As
secretary to the committee which drafted the revised University char-
ter of 1973, and as a contributor to the JCUD, he was close to the
heart of authority and power and able to leave his mark on the con-
stitution. Like Vincent Knowles he was a trainer of administrators and
indeed educated them in a more formal manner, for he and a col-
league organised courses in a number of relevant disciplines (includ-
ing law, statistics and finance) which helped to transform members of
registrars’ departments into a distinctive profession within academia.
Until the early 1970s they had been good at writing fluent and accu-
rate minutes, at keeping secrets, and at associating on equal terms
with academics, laying before committees the information they
needed in order to make decisions. In Manchester they were urged to
ask themselves every morning: ‘I know I’m an evil, but am I a neces-
sary evil?’ Inevitably, given the demands of the 1970s and 1980s, they
were becoming technocrats; the days when students would go to the
Registrar’s room for classes in Greek and Latin would soon fade into
memory, if not into myth.

Ken Kitchen was to bring to the Registrar’s chair the detached out-
look of one who was not a native product. More self-effacing than his
predecessor, he was a decorous civil servant, reluctant to become
assertive in public, but with a reputation for steadiness, keeping the
ship’s engines pounding away through typhoon and squall, and dealing
imperturbably with the fury of aggrieved parties. With characteristic
modesty, he would say of his own achievement in the fifteen years from
1979 to his retirement in 1994, ‘I’ve helped the University’s adminis-
trative system to evolve without radical change which disrupted the
morale of staff . . . I tried to use the talents of staff, by moving them
around and promoting them and so on, and getting the best out of them.
But it’s become much harsher since I left . . . ’.

Scholar librarians were part of Manchester tradition, for Fred 
Ratcliffe, following similar principles to those of Vincent Knowles,
had appointed as assistant librarians people who could well have
become university lecturers. Michael Pegg, formerly Librarian of
Birmingham University, succeeded Ratcliffe and took up office on 1
April 1981. A kindly and not obviously military figure, he had served
for five years in the Royal Army Education Corps, spending some
time at SHAPE, the European military headquarters in Paris, and had
taken a doctorate in French Literature at Southampton. Dr Pegg had
published in Geneva a scholarly edition of the works of a sixteenth-
century poet, Les divers rapportz of Eustorg de Beaulieu. His interests
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as a bibliographer seemed certain to take him away from Manchester,
for they lay in the pamphlet literature of the German Reformation
and in tracking down his quarry in the libraries of Switzerland, 
Sweden and Denmark. Before him was a well-appointed new library
extension and approval in principle for the establishment of a deposit
library in Manchester. But the chances were that the University, unless
nagged or wooed by a Librarian of strong personality, combining
charm with persistence, would fail to provide the resources to run the
Library adequately at a time of dwindling resources. A new Librarian
and a new Vice-Chancellor might rebuild the special relationship
between Ratcliffe and Armitage, or they might not. This bond had
depended on mutual esteem and informal transactions rather than 
on institutional structures guaranteed to survive the departure of 
two such forceful characters. ‘There’s no point in being a Librarian 
in a university if you haven’t got the ear of the Vice-Chancellor and
the respect of the Vice-Chancellor’ (thus Fred Ratcliffe in a recent
interview).

Pessimism prevailed in several quarters when the quest for a new
Vice-Chancellor began. Who could want the job of presiding over an
unwieldy, fractious institution whose income was at risk and whose
estate was being run down through enforced neglect? The new incum-
bent would not enjoy the powers of a managing director and would
have no authority to reform the University unless Senate and Council
chose to give it him. Some members of the search committee, which
was well provided with present and future lay officers and with Pro-
Vice-Chancellors, talked of the masterful style of Michael Edwardes
of British Leyland or Ian McGregor of British Steel; but thoughts of
importing such figures to Manchester remained in the realm of fan-
tasy. Mancunion quoted ‘informed sources in the University adminis-
tration’ as predicting that Armitage’s successor would be ‘someone
who will merely administer cutbacks and try to keep the University
going in the face of competition for funds between the departments’.
Philip Short of UMIST, editor-designate of Staff Comment, wrote of
the ‘curious miasma of disenchantment which hangs over the whole
field of higher education’, for universities and their students had the
love neither of the Government nor of the general public. Scholars
and scientists who fancied the job must be ready to ditch their intel-
lectual lives, to devote themselves to endless committee- and paper-
work and prickly industrial relations, for even the AUT had joined the
Trades Union Congress. ‘We need something of an iconoclast’, urged
Mr Short, ‘someone who will not try to resist the changes that will be
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forced on this and all other universities, but who will anticipate them
and mould them to work in our favour.’

Sir George Kenyon’s search committee consulted with Convocation,
the Students’ Union, the AUT, and other associations which repre-
sented the ‘ancillary’ or ‘support’ staff of the University. They issued an
advertisement, six persons applied for the job, and one of them was
interviewed but did not get it. As always with senior posts, the com-
mittee reserved the right to take the initiative and approach eminent
persons whose names had been suggested by advisers and who would
not, perhaps, have risked putting in for the job and being rebuffed. In
the past, misunderstandings had arisen from the practice of interview-
ing distinguished people for chairs for which they had never intended
to apply. But such blunders were avoided on this occasion; the chair-
man took soundings before potential takers encountered his committee
in full panoply.

Sir George and his hunting party consulted fourteen eminent fig-
ures in the academic world, particularly Vice-Chancellors of other
universities and Chairmen and former Chairmen of the UGC. No
doubt they were alert to any hint that these dignitaries, if not too long
in the tooth, might themselves be prepared to move to Manchester.
Some sixty names emerged from the trawl, and perhaps twenty were
seriously considered. A few leaked out, or were deduced, rightly or
wrongly, by intelligent speculation. Among the more likely, or so it
seemed, was Sir Geoffrey Allen, the Chairman of the Science Research
Council, who as Professor of Chemical Physics in Manchester had
developed a close relationship with ICI; another was Bryan Carsberg,
a chartered accountant who was still in post as Professor of Account-
ing in Manchester, although he had been on leave since 1978, acting
as Deputy Director of Research at the Financial Accounting Standards
Board in the United States, and was about to take up the Arthur
Andersen Chair of Accounting at LSE. Both would go on to great
things, Allen to be Head of Research at Unilever and Carsberg to be
Director-General of Telecommunications. Less plausible was the
notion that the committee might approach Shirley Williams, the for-
mer Secretary of State for Education and Science, although the idea
was debated at three meetings. Certain promising men, already of
great influence, nibbled at the bait but were not hooked, for they
withdrew before or after interview; the University failed to attract 
Sir Peter Swinnerton-Dyer, the Master of St Catharine’s College,
Cambridge, and future Chairman of the UGC, or Sir Henry Chilver,
the civil engineer who was Vice-Chancellor of Cranfield Institute of
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Technology in Bedfordshire. As Sir George Kenyon recalled in his
unpublished memoirs, ‘I think we had a good field, but even then it
seemed to me that the good men were a little chary and that there were
plenty of also-rans looking for a good job for their final ten years.’

Mark Richmond, a Professor of Bacteriology at Bristol University,
received an invitation to meet Sir George at his bank in Lombard
Street, where he was escorted towards the top of the building by a
pink-coated flunkey and saw the pile on the carpet grow thicker at
every level until it reached the density of a near-jungle. Richmond was
persuaded to throw his hat into the ring and undergo a process which
involved meeting one half of the search committee of sixteen at lunch
and the other half at dinner before submitting to a formal interview
with them all. As an appreciation of Richmond would reveal in 1990,
the committee were ‘impressed by the clarity of thought and lucidity
of expression which in their meetings with him had been combined
with great good humour and a relaxed personal manner . . . ’. Refer-
ees’ reports assured them that ‘he was not prepared to court easy pop-
ularity but was willing and able to take hard decisions’. His was the
name that went forward to Senate, Council and Court for acclamation
and appointment to the office of Vice-Chancellor, officially until
reaching the retiring age of sixty-seven, although he privately agreed
with the chairman to serve for about ten years (his age was fifty-one).

The new Vice-Chancellor was a scientist of high reputation, recently
elected to the Royal Society and prominent on national committees
related to his discipline. His intellectual achievement lay principally in
exploring the process by which living organisms built up resistance
against antibiotics and in analysing the molecular and sub-molecular
machinery which was responsible for cells winning or losing the fight
for survival. Bald facts and colourless statements about his career and
qualities were soon published. Members of the search committee
assured Council and Court that their favoured candidate ‘had a great
deal of administrative experience at national, and some at university
level’ (he had been an acting dean at Bristol); that he ‘appeared to be
very sensitive to the needs of the University’s various groups’; that he
possessed ‘an energetic and attractive personality’. He had served on
the National Committee for Microbiology of the United Kingdom;
was on the Board of the Public Health Laboratory Services, which had
investigated outbreaks of botulism, smallpox and legionnaire’s disease;
and formed part of a Board of the Department of Education and Sci-
ence which oversaw all experiments involving the breeding of new
strains of genes. His connection with Porton Down, a Government 
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laboratory concerned with chemical and biological warfare, did not 
go unnoticed; but he explained to Mancunion that his duties there
were concerned with the sale of scientific expertise to pharmaceutical
companies in order to raise funds for research. Of more weight with
most people, however, was Richmond’s reputed skill in dealing in a
straightforward but conciliatory manner with technicians’ unions at
Bristol University, where his willingness to grapple with difficult prob-
lems and reluctance to suffer fools gladly had won him general
acclaim. His experience of university administration was not enor-
mous, but this fact might well be pleaded in his favour. Perhaps he
would not be unduly respectful of the ponderous processes of univer-
sity decision-making, but would at the same time tread cautiously
across the treacherous terrain which lay before him.

In the late 1940s Mark Richmond had been head prefect of Epsom
College, a public school hard by the Derby racecourse, described in
novels by Hugh Walpole and Francis Brett Young, which specialised in
educating the sons of doctors. As a rarely-sung verse of the school
song proclaimed:

In every branch of learning,
In every art we’ll shine,
But chiefly here we cherish
The art of medicine.

Though not a medical man himself, he was determined to enlist the life
sciences in the service of medical education. He retained, in middle
life, something of the stand-no-nonsense manner of a head of house or
a National Service subaltern, and occasionally addressed chair com-
mittees and even the Senate in the style of one reminding the fifth form
that its attitude left much to be desired. The words ‘blunt’ and ‘sharp’
were applied to him in equal measure (‘very sharp, and didn’t mind
showing his sharpness’). Richmond’s plain speaking contrasted with
the language of the last two Vice-Chancellors, who had both been
given to judicious pronouncements and sometimes to obfuscation; his
unadorned style was designed to persuade members of the University
to face unpalatable facts and give direct answers to awkward questions,
of which he had a plentiful supply (‘Right. You’re under threat. What
are you going to do about it?’ ‘Why should somebody else pick up your
tab?’ ‘Why should we give you a lectureship in Elizabethan literature
when we’re short of lecturers in Geriatric Medicine?’). ‘There is no
more money’ was to be a constant and inescapable refrain. Compelled
by the University’s penury to be a beast, he aspired none the less to be
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a just beast, and neither bore grudges against those who opposed him
nor sulked on sustaining the occasional minor defeat in Senate. His
humour was of an unsubtle, teasing kind – ‘Now we pass from the
ridiculous to the sublime’, he would say as the Standing Committee of
Senate moved on from Science to Arts promotions. Many sensed cor-
rectly that rejoinders would not be resented (‘Ha! The Dean of Medi-
cine. Have you come to grovel?’ ‘Grovel, Vice-Chancellor? I doubt I
know the meaning of the word. Perhaps you will provide me with a
dictionary for my enlightenment . . . ’).

An unceremonious man without pomposity, Richmond cared little
for the trappings of power, and would drive his official Rover down
to Didsbury on Saturday mornings to shop with his wife at the famous
cheese emporium. Some thought his informality too studied and took
it for condescension rather than affability, especially his practices of
receiving visitors with his feet on the desk and of welcoming guests at
The Firs in his shirtsleeves. Cynical arts academics observed the atti-
tudes of science professors clustered about him in the Common
Room, he reclining in his chair, they perched deferentially on the
edges of theirs. He made less pretence of impartiality than his prede-
cessors – getting the sciences right, rejuvenating physics and chem-
istry, and redeeming biology were his main intellectual concerns.
Especially to lawyers, who had enjoyed great kindness at the hands of
Arthur Armitage, he was the Pharaoh who knew not Joseph and left
them strictly alone. Contrary to appearances, however, he was no
philistine, but very well read, and would talk of Galileo’s trial for
heresy or of Castruccio Castracane, the tyrant of late medieval Lucca,
to a Dean of Arts who happened to be an Italian historian. He was a
fan of the resident professional musicians, the Lindsay String Quartet,
and a collector of early Worcester blue and white porcelain. He
proved to be a stout defender of the Manchester Museum and the
Whitworth Art Gallery when the finances of both were threatened by
the demise of the Greater Manchester Council in 1986.

It may be that the events of the 1980s placed the Vice-Chancellor,
more than anyone else, in a false position which he bore with sto-
icism, in that he was obliged to enforce Government policy even
while he denounced it, and therefore stand accused of acting as the
Government’s agent whilst shedding crocodile tears. ‘Part of my per-
sonal failure there [in Manchester] was that one didn’t communicate
the fact that things simply couldn’t go on as they’d gone before.’
‘One was having to play cards that inside oneself one only partly
believed in.’
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No Vice-Chancellor could form personal friendships with acade-
mics, all of whom had, or must be suspected of having, their own inter-
ests to pursue. As did his predecessors, Richmond leaned heavily for
advice and support on the honorary officers of the University, business
and professional people who helped to manage its finances and advised
on its practical problems. Among them, too, offices changed hands
about 1980 and began to circulate at a brisker pace. The most experi-
enced, Sir George Kenyon, resigned the chair of Council in 1980, but
agreed, in the interests of continuity, to serve as Treasurer for a further
two years. The chairmanship then passed to Norman Quick, who had
been a member of Council for fifteen years and Treasurer for the last
five. He was the chairman and managing director of the Quicks Group
of garages, Ford dealers, and had been national president of the Motor
Agents Association; a considerable figure locally, he was also the
founder chairman of Piccadilly Radio. On his resignation in 1983 a
committee of Council acknowledged the passing of the old order in
which such people had been willing to follow a lengthy cursus hono-
rum before taking on the positions of Chairman, Treasurer and Deputy
Treasurer and holding them for spells of seven or eight years. The com-
mittee now recommended that four years should be ‘the maximum
term of office for the holder of any one post’, and Quick’s successor,
Donald Redford, who had risen rapidly since joining Court in 1978,
duly served from 1983 to 1987. A law graduate of the University of
London, he had practised at the Chancery Bar and was now Chairman
of the Manchester Ship Canal Company. Quick and Redford were
joined in the inner circle by Ronald Brierley, a retired insurance broker,
formerly the deputy chairman of Sedgwick UK Ltd., who became Trea-
surer in 1983. Quick, Redford and Brierley all had distinguished war
records, Brierley having served in Special Operations and been
awarded both the Military Medal and the Croix de Guerre. John
Zochonis, Chairman of Council from 1987 to 1991, was a generous
philanthropist who presided over the family firm of Paterson Zochonis,
a trading company first established in Sierra Leone in 1879, and 
now specialising in soaps, toiletries, detergents, proprietary pharma-
ceuticals, edible oils, and, indeed, refrigerators. He was awarded, in
Nigeria, a title which meant ‘Hand that does good for all’, and his 
beneficiaries within the University included the Day Nursery, a number
of especially enterprising students, and some others who had unex-
pectedly incurred financial hardship.

Richmond was unable to take up his duties before August 1981, and
an interregnum loomed. A senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Dennis
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Welland, the Professor of American Literature, author of books on
Arthur Miller and Mark Twain, founder and editor of The Journal of
American Studies, agreed to act in his place and pursue a policy of
‘Steady as she goes’, although it was hardly possible to issue no orders
at all. As a retirement eulogy of Professor Welland later put it, ‘To
hold the fort whilst awaiting a new commander is a task that has lit-
tle to recommend it. There is little chance to make a major success:
there is much opportunity to promote a disaster. Moreover, the storm
clouds which were to lead to the downpour of July 1981 were already
gathering – though no-one realised how furious the storm was to be.’
The regent did, however, find some advantages in so limited a spell of
office – no-one could profit by making an enemy of him, and other
Vice-Chancellors, sensing no rivalry, proved very helpful. So did
senior colleagues in the University, relieved that he, not they, had been
landed with the job.

To some the crisis of 1981 was a tempest, to others a drought,
caused by the Government restricting the flow of public funding to
universities. ‘One of the tasks the Government was elected to under-
take’, explained Mark Carlisle, the Secretary of State for Education
and Science, ‘was to reduce, where possible, the level of public expen-
diture and to reduce the burden on industry and the individual. In that
position, education, with the amount that it spends, cannot be exempt,
and universities, important as they are, cannot be sacrosanct.’ The
Government was determined ‘to ensure that at the end of this exercise
we have perhaps a leaner university system but one better oriented to
national needs and operating within the context of what the nation
can afford’. As his sterner successor, Sir Keith Joseph, put it, the bur-
geoning public sector, of which the universities formed part, could not
be allowed to crush the trading base. Few politicians praised the uni-
versities for their responses to the cuts of the 1970s and some sug-
gested that they had foolishly ignored warnings to retrench. Norman
Quick, the Chairman of Council of the University of Manchester,
urged stoicism and constructive effort: of course the University must
contribute to the general sacrifice and strive to promote economic
revival. A Mancunion journalist interviewed the great Lord Robbins,
who had helped to inspire the expansion of the 1960s. He agreed that
‘Whilst we have to spend more on defence and the police – as we do
– education should rightly bear its share of the savings necessary to
beat inflation.’ But he objected to the UGC’s decision to impose the
cuts selectively, and would have preferred to maintain student num-
bers and tolerate a poorer staff-student ratio. Few could have expected
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the universities to escape scot-free, but it was soon to be argued – for
example, by a Vice-President of the AUT addressing a packed audience
in the Roscoe Theatre at Manchester – that they had been singled out
for cuts of unparalleled severity, and that no other part of the public
sector had suffered as much.

Universities were believed to think well of themselves, even to be
insufferably conceited, but there were several reasons to cut them
down to size. These included a simple demographic argument: the
number of young people reaching the age of eighteen, which was
907,000 in 1981, would peak at 941,000 in 1983 and thereafter
decline, going into a steep drop in the 1990s. Interpreting these fig-
ures, some commentators spoke of a 30 per cent fall in numbers,
whilst others stressed the fact that the figure for 1988 (854,000)
would be no lower than that for 1979. On the simple assumption that
the main task of universities was to teach school-leavers, there might
be good reason to slim universities down eventually, but it seemed
perverse to do so before the peak year was reached. However, in the
words of Dr Rhodes Boyson, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary for
Higher Education, ‘At some stage there would have had to be a degree
of rationalisation, but the need for curtailing expenditure has speeded
that up.’ Mark Richmond described the cuts as part of a ‘tunnelling-
through’ operation, the tunnel, it seemed, being ten years long.

Wallis Taylor, a Manchester demographer, criticised the figures for
concealing differences in the birth rates for different social classes, and
found evidence of only a slight drop in the births into the social classes
(I and II) from which about half the entrants to higher education now
came. In any case, as defenders of universities now maintained, a fall
in the number of younger students was no argument for dismantling
machinery built up over many years, because the spare capacity could
be profitably used. Certain age groups and social groups had in the past
taken all too small a part in higher education – they included mature
students, working-class people, and women (who were fighting shy of
certain vital subjects such as engineering, and could perhaps be enticed
into them). Universities could save the country and themselves through
adult and continuing education, by offering part-time degrees and lay-
ing on refresher courses for professional people, for teachers, and for
those involved in commerce and industry. Learning was a process
which ought to continue throughout a person’s active life and perhaps
into retirement and old age. ‘Leisure’, as the dean of a Cambridge col-
lege had reminded his students, ‘is well spent in reading for a degree’,
and Norman Quick did not fail to make a similar point in Manchester.
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Universities were accused of planning badly in the palmy days when
money had flowed freely, in that too many had tried to offer too wide
a range of courses. They were not supposed to be isolated home-
steads, each trying to provide every conceivable subject for the stay-
at-home students of its own region, but to be part of a national system
within which students could travel in search of the more rarefied 
disciplines which interested them. During debates in the House of
Commons in July 1981 there was talk of language courses which were
only half filled, and Dr Boyson spoke of concentrating in ‘economic
units’ and only in certain selected universities a number of minority
subjects such as Italian, Norwegian and Portuguese, and even German
and Spanish. Dr Keith Hampson, the Member for Ripon, complained
of ‘an additive policy’ whereby ‘a whole range of departments –
drama, Russian, Chinese and so on – appeared in all universities, and
history and the humanities appeared in the technical universities’.
During the 1980s Manchester (which had no Chinese Department but
one or two sinologists) was to benefit by the policy of concentration,
since Arts departments such as Russian, Middle Eastern Studies and
Italian were to grow by attracting established academics from other
less favoured universities. But this prospect was far from clear in
1981; Derek Latham, then a Reader at Manchester, reflected gloomily
on the vulnerability of his own subject, Arabic and Islamic studies,
whose strength lay in postgraduates, at a time when universities were
‘mainly viewed as institutions for the instruction of undergraduates’.

Universities, it now seemed, had been churning out in excessive
numbers the wrong kinds of graduate – the sort who produced noth-
ing except paper and arguments, who cured no physical or mental dis-
eases, and would be most vulnerable to cuts in public spending
because they often sought employment in the overgrown public sec-
tor. ‘We went overboard on the social sciences in the 1960s’, observed
Elaine Kellett-Bowman, the Member for Lancaster, who confessed to
being a sociologist herself. ‘Now, rather late in the day, we are realis-
ing that business skills must be learnt.’ She might well have added that
economics and sociology were (at least in Manchester) taught in Busi-
ness Schools and that accountancy and business finance were (at least
in Manchester) located in Faculties of Economic and Social Studies.
Studying the humanities now appeared, in the eyes of critics, to be a
kind of self-fashioning, almost of self-indulgence, which benefited the
individual and not the community. It was important to them that uni-
versities should adopt what the Member for Rugby, Mr J.F. Pawsey,
called ‘a more vocational structure’ ‘with fewer academic subjects
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being taught’. Attacked in the 1960s by radical students for being too
eager to meet the needs of ‘the military-industrial complex’, universi-
ties were now being accused by the Government of the 1980s of doing
too little for business and industry, and even being blamed for their
failure. Graduate unemployment was growing in the early 1980s, and
the Education Secretary was said to have expressed on television the
view that there was no point in students undertaking higher education
when there was no demand for them at the end of their courses.
Phrases such as ‘short-termism’ and ‘the new vocationalism’ came into
academic usage to describe the attitudes of the Government and its
supporters. One speaker in the Commons alleged that universities
were scraping the barrel and admitting hundreds of students on the
strength of minimal qualifications, presumably a mere two Es at A-
level (it should perhaps have been said that some universities looked
for qualities in students that compensated for unimpressive A-level
performances, and that some questioned the value of A-levels as 
predictors of degree results).

Certain kinds of inefficiency could be laid at the doors of universi-
ties. Robert Rhodes James, the Conservative Liaison Officer for Fur-
ther and Higher Education, spoke of their uneven quality: ‘We have
institutions of learning that are the envy of other nations, and some
that are at least in some sectors an acute embarrassment.’ Employers,
or so he anticipated, would become hostile to the graduates of less
famous universities. Manchester had little reason to fear such con-
tempt, but parts of the University were attacked by students for poor
teaching and one or two incurred bad publicity. The Department of
Geography figured in The Daily Express and The Manchester Evening
News because it had been conscientious enough to distribute ques-
tionnaires seeking student opinion on its courses and a first-year stu-
dent had made the results public, allowing a biased and inaccurate
account of the teaching’s weaknesses to get into print. One of Mancu-
nion’s correspondents wrote: ‘I fail to see how providing ammunition
for the national Tory press to attack education can help anyone.’ Stu-
dents, however, remained critical of the lack of training for lecturers
on how to teach, and of the University’s failure to compel new arrivals
to take even the short introductory courses provided for them.

Universities could be proud of their record in preparing students
for first degrees, with few failures and little dropping out. But they
were less successful in persuading research students to complete their
theses promptly or even to produce them at all, despite having
received grants from the Research Councils; this was to be a matter of
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great concern during the 1980s, especially in the social sciences. Post-
graduates’ dilatory performances did not impress Dr Boyson, who
had taken his doctorate in four years at LSE while serving as head-
master of a large London comprehensive school.

It was widely asserted that universities had lost public sympathy.
Their declining popularity was not entirely due to failure to prevent
their more restive students from infuriating readers of the Mail and
the Telegraph. Some institutions, it was said, had lost touch with the
local communities which had once fostered and been proud of them;
they had joined a national rather than regional network and done lit-
tle to justify themselves to their neighbours. Others, creations of the
late 1950s and 1960s, had never had local roots and their presence
was resented.

In the past the University of Manchester had been accused of
destroying the community in the streets near Oxford Road which dis-
appeared to make way for its new buildings in the 1950s and 1960s,
and also of forcing a brash and noisy student village on the people of
Fallowfield. It could, however, plead that its extra-mural and adult
education classes did much to involve and interest local people; that
the Manchester Museum, the Whitworth Art Galley and the Univer-
sity Theatre all gave pleasure to Mancunians; that the Open Days held
in the 1970s had pulled in friendly and curious crowds, whilst the out-
station at Jodrell Bank never failed to attract a flow of visitors; and
that, like most universities, it was a major employer of local people.
Norman Quick urged the University to address such locally relevant
subjects as vandalism and the collapsing Victorian sewers, both, no
doubt, splendid subjects for interdisciplinary research, involving
everyone from economic historians to civil engineers. Campus trade
unions thought the University humane, if not particularly generous
with wages. None of these considerations, however, moved local peo-
ple to strong protest at the cuts imposed on the University of Man-
chester – partly, perhaps, because far worse penalties were about to
descend on the University of Salford, and Manchester appeared to
have far less cause for complaint.

Politicians determined the extent of the total grant to all universi-
ties; the UGC determined its subsequent distribution. Each could
blame the other for unpalatable measures. Professor Welland, the Act-
ing Vice-Chancellor of 1981–82, sympathised with the UGC but
reproached the politicians. In a powerful speech to graduands and
their parents, delivered in July 1983, he expressed his concern that
the cuts ‘were imposed by a Parliament that probably contained,
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regardless of party, more graduates, and certainly more graduates 
of universities other than Oxford and Cambridge, than any previous
Parliament’. But they had not been moved to challenge ‘the doctrine
that higher education is only worth spending public money on when
times are affluent’.

Certain former Manchester students were powerfully placed in the
education world and must, in Professor Welland’s eyes, have been
guilty parties. Mark Carlisle, the Member for Runcorn and Education
Secretary from 1979–81, had graduated in Law from Manchester in
1952, where he had been Chairman of the Conservative Association
and of the Federation of Conservative Students. Speaking at the Man-
chester Students Union in October 1980, Neil Kinnock, the Opposi-
tion spokesman for Education, dismissed him as an ‘ostrich between
the hawks and the doves’, ‘a man with libertarian instincts thrust into
a Cabinet intent on monetarism’ and therefore unable to assert real
influence. More was to be hoped, or feared, from Carlisle’s subordi-
nate, the jovial, outspoken, bewhiskered ex-headmaster Rhodes
Boyson, sometimes alleged to have been put in charge of universities
in order to keep him away from schools.

Boyson granted an interview to Mancunion; a photograph showed
him swathed in a Manchester University scarf and seated beneath a
reproduction of Van Gogh’s ‘Sunflowers’. Unlike Carlisle, he was a
former socialist who had lost his faith in human perfectability, and his
intellectual interests, cultivated with university help, had led him to a
new political position. A native of Rossendale, he had taken a first
degree in Politics and Modern History at the University as an ex-ser-
vice student after the War, and had completed in 1960 an MA thesis
on the history of the Poor Law in north-east Lancashire from 1834 to
1871. Boyson’s biography of the Quaker cotton manufacturer Henry
Ashworth, later submitted for a doctorate at LSE, had drawn him
towards the ideology of the Manchester manufacturers, early ‘free
market radicals’, who formed the Anti-Corn Law League. He was
once described, he recalled in his autobiography, ‘as the last man per-
sonally converted to the free market and the free society by Richard
Cobden. Theses, like ideas and books, have consequences.’ A
defender of hard work and discipline in schools, and of rigorous aca-
demic standards, he had been a natural ally of the Manchester Pro-
fessor of English, Brian Cox, and a contributor in the 1970s to Cox’s
and Dyson’s provocative Black Papers on Education. Boyson hit it off
surprisingly well with another prominent Manchester figure, David
Aaronovitch, who was national President of the NUS from 1980 to
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1982, and aroused his colleagues’ suspicion by his cosy relationship
with the Minister. Aaronovitch once described Boyson as ‘honest,
genial and only a little bit patronising’.

When the expected cuts were finally announced in the summer of
1981, Dr Boyson sympathised with universities for the speed at which
they now had to make drastic decisions – constitutionally, he recog-
nised, they resembled the co-operative society of which he had once
been a director in the Rossendale valley, and had a similar obligation
to consult. But the unseemly haste was, in his view, an inevitable con-
sequence of the threatening economic climate, the catalyst for change,
and he would say only: ‘The Government are aware of the difficulties
they have caused.’

Between the Government and the universities stood the University
Grants Committee, traditionally supposed to act as a buffer. Sceptics
doubted the Committee’s independence of Government, since mem-
bers were appointed by the Secretary of State, but in 1981 almost all of
them owed their positions to the Labour administration which was
now out of office. The Committee consisted of a Chairman (a former
Vice-Chancellor), of fourteen practising university academics, of two
heads of schools, of one director of education, and of two businessmen.
Nothing obliged them to account to Parliament for their decisions and
many critics disliked the institution in principle for its immunity from
proper public control.

It fell to Dr Edward Parkes, Chairman since 1978, to deliver to the
Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals on 24 October 1980 a
warning of things to come which was much mulled over in the follow-
ing months. Parkes was an engineer educated at Cambridge, the author
of a book on Braced Frameworks and of papers on elasticity, dynamic
plasticity, and thermal effects on structures. He had been Professor of
Mechanics at Cambridge and a Fellow of Caius between 1965 and
1974, and had then left to be Vice-Chancellor of the City University for
four years. By way of bracing the framework of the universities, or per-
haps of softening it up, he told their representatives in effect that the
system as a whole could retain its autonomy under the UGC even if
individual institutions could not. For fear of provoking direct ministe-
rial interventions, they must discipline themselves and heed the UGC’s
advice concerning the rationalisation of their structures. It would prob-
ably be unnecessary to close whole faculties or entire universities, but
individual departments might be in grave danger.

Parkes’s committee was no trade union, and did not regard the
preservation of academic jobs as its main concern. He coined 
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the phrase ‘pallid growths’, subsequently much quoted, which pre-
sumably referred to the unsuccessful experiments of the 1960s and
1970s, and perhaps to humanities departments struggling to survive
in technological universities. ‘The excision of these feeble limbs is
something where the Committee can help, even if it’s only to lend you
a financial pruning knife.’ No doubt he was offering money to cover
redundancy payments. ‘I think it likely that both you and we may wish
to start new departments and to close existing ones, and the latter may
involve litigation.’ On no account should universities foster the
impression that they were unable or unwilling to reform themselves –
‘I am opposed to mulish opposition to any form of change, based
upon a sterile concept of academic freedom, which may be the surest
way to its destruction.’ Headlines such as ‘Senate rejects V.-C.’s plan
for redevelopment scheme’ or ‘University of X will resist UGC to the
death’ would do untold harm. The UGC wanted every university to
be good at certain things, but to concentrate on its strengths and not
to shore up its weakest points.

Professor Welland urged the University not to panic and not to
allow departments and faculties to embark on an undignified scram-
ble for dwindling resources. Dr Parkes’s pronouncements indicated
the UGC’s intention to apply the Government cuts selectively.
Between January and July 1981 increasingly pessimistic predictions
circulated of the likely extent of the cuts in recurrent grant. March
brought prophecies of an average cut for all universities of 15 per
cent, to be spread over the next three years, and these proved to be
near the mark. There were other imponderables beside the parlia-
mentary grant: the loss of income from overseas students’ fees, the
extent of inflation and the magnitude of wage and salary awards, the
performance of investments. In June 1981 the JCUD in Manchester
asked the Faculty Development Sub-Committees to consider ways of
making a 3 per cent cut across the board in the University’s expendi-
ture for 1981–82. This estimate proved to be far too moderate.

On 1 July the UGC sent two letters to every university, one describ-
ing the adjustments to be made to the system as a whole, and the other
informing the individual university how much public revenue it was
about to lose and giving ‘advice’ as to which subject areas it should
favour and which not. Reductions in income would be accompanied
by smaller reductions in student numbers, especially in the arts,
humanities and social sciences; the UGC was anxious to protect the
unit of resource (the average amount of money spent on each student)
and to prevent it, though it would be diminished, from going into free
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fall. The whole system would sustain a grant reduction of 17 per cent
over the next three academical years, but the cuts imposed on indi-
vidual universities would vary between as little as 6 per cent and as
much as 44 per cent, Manchester’s neighbour, the University of Sal-
ford, suffering worst of all. Student numbers, in the whole system,
would drop by 5 per cent; Salford was told to cut them by 30 per cent.

Manchester did not think itself an average university, but it was to
suffer an average fate. This prospect was alarming enough. It would
be necessary to accommodate cuts of 16 per cent in recurrent fund-
ing. Calculations suggested that the University would have to save
between £3m. and £4m. in the next session alone, even after swal-
lowing up a reserve fund of £500,000 earmarked for new develop-
ments. Savings in the coming year must therefore be of the order of 6
per cent, not 3 per cent. Manchester was apparently asked to reduce
the number of full-time home and European Community undergrad-
uates by only about 2 per cent over the three lean years. But the base-
line used for the calculation was the number registered in 1979–80,
and, since the University had overshot its target in 1980–81, the
reduction would be nearer to 5 per cent and would have to be made
at a time when the national population of student age was rising.
Admissions tutors received instructions to honour the offers they had
made to all candidates who had achieved the A-level results asked of
them, but they were not to indulge near-misses and not to use the
UCCA clearing system to make up numbers. The University drew cold
comfort from the fact that the UGC had not invited it to close a sin-
gle course or tried to inveigle it into unwelcome collaboration with
any other institution. Indeed, the Committee’s advice to Manchester
proved to be very general: to ‘protect medicine, look after engineer-
ing, maintain economics and area studies, reduce the life sciences,
downgrade the arts’, as Dennis Austin, a Pro-Vice-Chancellor, sum-
marised it in an account of the affair subsequently published in the
journal Government and Opposition.

Acrimonious debate in the Commons followed the announcement
of the UGC’s decisions. Neil Kinnock led the attack, denouncing ‘eco-
nomic theories that will burn the seed corn to gain a minute or two of
heat’. Several members impugned the honour and competence of the
UGC, accusing its members of favouring the institutions at which they
taught or had been educated, of succumbing to class prejudices, of
betraying gross ignorance of the technological universities which they
had scarcely visited. Dr Parkes was to say later that critics were naïve
to suppose that the UGC relied wholly or even principally on visits for
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its information. Its database was packed with up-to-date returns from
all but the slackest of universities, although he did admit that the UGC
had itself suffered from a staff cut imposed over the last three years,
and was unable to make the best use of the material in its hands. It
seemed unlikely that Manchester owed its escape from disaster solely
to the presence of one of its most distinguished academics, the family
lawyer Peter Bromley, on the UGC.

Much public discussion concentrated on the treatment meted out to
three technological universities in particular: Aston University Birming-
ham, Bradford, and, worst of all, Salford. Such measures appeared to fly
in the face of the country’s need for engineers and scientists, and threat-
ened to destroy the kind of university best equipped to get immediate
employment for its graduates. Seemingly, the policies of the Govern-
ment and the UGC were at loggerheads. It emerged, however, that
although the UGC had created that impression by martyring three
down-to-earth institutions, it was none the less recommending, within
the system as a whole, a shift in the direction of science, engineering,
medicine, technology, and business studies. Parliamentary debates
offered little comfort to practitioners of the arts and humanities: in hard
times, they did not seem to minister to the country’s most urgent needs.

Local indignation focused sharply on the fate of Salford. No doubt
aware of this, the Manchester authorities chose to concentrate, not on
uttering indignant press statements, but on making representations
behind the scenes to Members of Parliament and other influential
folk. The new Vice-Chancellor was given neither to hysterics nor to
histrionics. This cautious approach disappointed many students and
senior members of the University, allowing them to think that the Uni-
versity was too compliant towards the Government and the UGC, and
even hastening to do the Government’s work for it. There was noth-
ing at Manchester corresponding to CAMPUS, the campaign to pro-
mote the University of Salford (‘If you think education is expensive,
try ignorance’). In a speech of studied moderation, Fred Silvester, the
Conservative Member for Manchester Withington, urged the House
of Commons to look on the situation in Greater Manchester as a
whole and conclude that it was not so bad: Owens, UMIST and the
Business School were facing soluble problems, even though Salford
was encountering quite unreasonable demands. The University of
Manchester, he said, ‘is a tightly run ship and has cut its costs by 6 per
cent during the last four years. No doubt it will manage well. The size
of its science and technology departments is being marginally
increased. It is clear that it can meet the Government’s criteria and
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that it will emerge an efficient university. It would be difficult to say
that it will be better for the exercise, but it will be as good, or perhaps
slimmer . . . ’. Events would soon indicate whether the University
would now become a fleet-footed greyhound which had shed every
ounce of superfluous weight, or whether, under the influence of mora-
toria which blocked the way of young academics and early retire-
ments which disposed of senior ones, it would be transformed into a
stout, middle-aged and lethargic Labrador retriever.
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